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ABSTRACT: Lithium−sulfur (Li−S) chemistry is projected
to be one of the most promising for next-generation battery
technology, and controlling the inherent “polysulfide shuttle”
process has become a key research topic in the field. Regulating
intermediary polysulfide dissolution by understanding the
metamorphosis is essential for realizing stable and high-energy-
density Li−S batteries. As of yet, a clear consensus on the basic
surface/interfacial properties of the sulfur electrode has not
been achieved, although the catalytic phenomenon has been
shown to result in enhanced cell stability. Herein, we present
evidence that the polysulfide shuttle in a Li−S battery can
be stabilized by using electrocatalytic transition metal dichal-
cogenides (TMDs). Physicochemical transformations at the
electrode/electrolyte interface of atomically thin monolayer/few-layer TMDs were elucidated using a combination of
spectroscopic and microscopic analysis techniques. Preferential adsorption of higher order liquid polysulfides and subsequent
conversion to lower order solid species in the form of dendrite-like structures on the edge sites of TMDs have been demon-
strated. Further, detailed electrochemical properties such as activation energy, exchange current density, rate capabilities, cycle
life, etc. have been investigated by synthesizing catalytically active nanostructured TMDs in bulk quantity using a liquid-based
shear-exfoliation method. Unveiling a specific capacity of 590 mAh g−1 at 0.5 C rate and stability over 350 cycles clearly indicates
yet another promising application of two-dimensional TMDs.

1. INTRODUCTION

Energy storage, being a critical component of many innovative
technologies, has been a highly studied field and calls for rapid
improvements. Advances in battery technology have been the
driving force behind concepts such as electric vehicles and
renewable energy for the grid. The search for better battery
technologies has involved exploration of various mechanisms
and chemistries superior to the existing types.1−5 Of the various
alternatives, lithium−sulfur (Li−S) chemistries are among the
most promising for the next-generation battery technology,
owing to advantages such as high theoretical capacity of
1672 mAh g−1 (10 times higher than that of conventional
Li-ion battery cathodes), non-toxicity, and low cost of sulfur.6−11

However, the insulating nature of sulfur, dissolution of inter-
mediate polysulfides into the electrolyte, and sluggish kinetics
during their conversion reactions pose serious challenges in
attaining the cycle life and rate capability required for commercial
applications.1

The past decade has witnessed intense research efforts to
stabilize the polysulfide shuttle process mainly by physically
constraining the sulfur within the pores of various carbon
materials, but the low active material loading in these electrodes
and their poor adsorption toward polysulfides have resulted in
limited success.12−14 These unsolved issues warrant a critical
need for a fundamental breakthrough to stabilize the polysulfide

shuttle process. Recently, we have proposed an electrocatalytic
approach to Li−S batteries, showing the activity of metals like
Ni, Au, and Pt to enhance reaction kinetics and also stabilize
the polysulfide shuttle process.15,16 Further, we have found that
the presence of an electrocatalyst in a composite electrode
(Pt/graphene) exhibited reduced overpotential and an improved
specific retention capacity over pristine electrodes. Although this
innovative take on cell design has improved the electrochemical
performance, the high cost of Pt electrocatalyst and the limitation
on available catalytically active sites posed restrictions on the
sulfur loading (catholyte concentration) in the cell.
In searching for an efficient and cost-effective electrocatalyst

as an alternative to noble metals, two-dimensional transition
metal dichalcogenide (TMD; for example, XS2, with X = Mo, W)
materials were found to be attractive due to their long record as
a catalyst in hydro-desulfurization,17 solar cells,18,19 photo-
catalysis, and hydrogen evolution reactions18,20−23 and their
stability toward sulfur chemistries.24−26 XS2 materials specifi-
cally showed synergism among metal d-orbitals, and the
unsaturated heteroatom (such as sulfur) results in an effective
d-band structure, imparting catalytic characteristics approaching
the d-band of Pt. The catalytic activity of these materials for a
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reaction was correlated to the number of exposed edge sites
that have unique chemical and electronic structure compared to
their respective basal planes (0001).27 Hence, it is a prerequisite
to design and improve the preferential catalytic active sites
(edge sites) for efficient reaction kinetics. Considerable efforts
were made to maximize the aspect ratio of active catalytic sites
in XS2 materials through the design and synthesis process,
including the use of nanoparticles, porous structures, nano-
wires, and hybrid heterostructures.21,28−32 Among the various
configurations, atomically thin layered structures have emerged
recently as an exciting area of catalytic activity due to the high
aspect ratio of edge sites and accessibility of a large catalytic
surface.
To the best of our knowledge, there are no reports on

utilizing XS2 (X = W, Mo) nanosheets as electrocatalysts for
lithium polysulfide (LiPS) conversion reactions. Herein, we
illustrate our efforts to understand the interactions between the
electrocatalyst and polysulfide species using chemical vapor
deposition (CVD)-grown WS2 and MoS2 flakes, as they contain
higher ratios of catalytically active edge sites (Figure 1).
Further, a shear-exfoliation method was used to produce WS2
nanosheets on a large scale to imitate the electrocatalysis-driven
performance in order to meet the commercial demand of the
battery industry. The adsorption of LiPS onto the electrode
surface and the electrocatalytic and electrochemical properties
of WS2 nanosheets were studied in detail. We believe that
electrocatalysis of polysulfides using inexpensive materials such
as WS2 and MoS2 nanosheets will open a new avenue for
developing efficient energy storage technologies.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
2.1. Chemical Vapor Deposition Growth of Few-Layer XS2

(X = W, Mo) Flakes. WS2/MoS2 monolayer and few-layer flakes were
grown on clean 300 nm SiO2/Si substrate by using CVD. Initially,
substrate was cleaned in acetone, isopropyl alcohol, and de-ionized
water. The samples were then loaded in a 2-in. CVD furnace and
placed face down above a porcelain crucible containing sprinkled
WO3/MoO3 powder (Sigma-Aldrich). Another crucible containing
sulfur was placed upstream at the end of the furnace. WS2 CVD
growth was conducted at atmospheric pressure while flowing 16% H2
in argon at 850 °C, whereas MoS2 nanosheets were grown with pure
argon at 750 °C.33,34 To make an electrical connection to the as-grown
nanoflakes, we transferred them to pre-patterned aluminum tracks
(50 nm thickness) on SiO2/Si using UV lithography. The suspended
flakes in KOH solution were then transferred carefully to patterned
aluminum tracks without losing the alignment, as shown in scanning

electron microscopy (SEM) images. Prior to assembly of the
electrochemical cell, wire-bonding was performed to obtain electrical
contacts to the transferred nanoflakes on the aluminum tracks.

2.2. Shear Exfoliation of WS2. In a typical experiment, bulk WS2
(2 μm, Sigma-Aldrich) was dispersed in an aqueous solution of sodium
cholate (surfactant, Sigma-Aldrich). The optimized ratio between bulk
WS2 and surfactant is 5:1 (25:5 g) in 500 mL of Millipore water for
each shear-exfoliation process in a high-shear-rate blender (Vitamix).
To avoid re-stacking of exfoliated WS2 nanosheets due to overheating
of the solution, the mixing was performed for 2 min with an interval
rest-time of 2 min in an ice-cold bath. The same cycling process was
continued for 6 h to obtain WS2 nanosheets in surfactant solution.
First, well-dispersed 2D nanosheets were separated from un-exfoliated
WS2 by centrifugation at as low as 1500 rpm. The concentrated
supernatant liquid containing few-layer WS2 was purified and further
concentrated by centrifuging at 12 000 rpm for 30 min. Finally, 2D
nanosheets were collected after filtration using 0.02 μm pore size
membrane, rinsed with copious amounts of water to remove surfactant
from the exfoliated nanosheets, and dried under a vacuum for 12 h
prior to investigating their physicochemical and electrochemical
properties.

2.3. Preparation of Lithium Polysulfides (Li2S4 and Li2S8). For
LiPS adsorption and electrocatalytic studies, 10 mM Li2S4 solution was
made by reacting stoichiometric amounts of Li2S and S in 1:1 v/v of
1,3-dioxalane and 1,2-dimethoxyethane at 50 °C for overnight. The
electro-active species containing catholyte solution (600 mM) for
electrochemical properties was prepared using calculated amounts of
Li2S and S to attain a nominal formula of long-chain LiPS (Li2S8) in
tetraethylene glycol dimethyl ether (TEGDME) at 90 °C for 12 h or
until all the solid particles dissolved. These molar concentrations are
calculated on the basis of the amount of active species, i.e., sulfur, in
LiPS solution.

2.4. Adsorption and Electrocatalytic Studies. Two Li2S4−WS2
solutions were prepared along with a blank solution (only LiPS as
controlled experiment) to examine the polysulfides’ adsorption on
WS2 nanosheets. In a typical process, 250 and 500 μg portions of
WS2 were dispersed individually in 1:1 v/v of 1,3-dioxalane and
1,2-dimethoxyethane, and the same was added to 1 mL of LiPS (Li2S4)
solution with stirring for 30 min. To observe color changes in solution,
the mixtures were left undisturbed for 12 h. The supernatant and WS2
nanosheets (precipitate) were studied by ultraviolet−visible (UV−vis)
spectrophotometry and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),
respectively. The electrocatalytic activity of WS2 toward LiPS con-
version reactions was measured using voltammetry techniques (cyclic
voltammetry (CV), potentiostatic, and linear sweep voltammetry
(LSV)) on a three-electrode cell, consisting of WS2-coated glassy
carbon (GC) as the working electrode, lithium foil as counter/reference
electrode, and 10 mM Li2S4 solution as an electrolyte. An electrocatalyst

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of chemical vapor deposition-grown transition metal dichalcogenide nanosheets for Li−S battery, showing confined
deposition of lithium polysulfides at preferential catalytic sites and their conversions during discharge−charge processing in a catholyte solution.
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was loaded on GC using 5 wt% Nafion solution as reported previously
in the literature.
2.5. Cell Fabrication and Electrochemical Measurements.

Electrocatalytically active electrodes were prepared by appropriately
mixing bulk WS2 or shear-exfoliated WS2 individually with conductive
carbon (Super-P) and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) binder in a
weight ratio of 80:10:10. That composite was made into a slurry using
N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) as solvent and coated uniformly on
18 μm thin aluminum foil. The electrode-coated Al foil was dried in a
vacuum oven at 90 °C to evaporate NMP and cut into circular discs
of 12.7 mm diameter. Standard 2032 coin cells were fabricated to
measure electrochemical properties using coated WS2 materials as
working electrode, lithium metal as counter/reference electrode,
and celgard separator. A pre-calculated amount of 600 mM catholyte
containing 1.56 mg of sulfur was used as the active material, along with
an electrolyte consisting of 1 M lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)-
imide (LiTFSI) and 0.5 M lithium nitrate (LiNO3) in TEGDME.
LSV and CV studies were conducted using a VMP3 potentiostat
(Biologic Science Instruments) in the potential window of 3.0−1.5 V
at a scan rate of 0.1 mV s−1. Galvanostatic charge−discharge studies
were performed for WS2 electrodes at different current rates in the
potential range of 1.5−3.0 V using an ARBIN charge−discharge cycle
life tester.
2.6. Characterizations. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were

recorded at a scan rate of 0.03° s−1 on a Rigaku Miniflex II X-ray diffra-
ctometer using a Cu Kα source. Surface morphology (field emission
electron microscopy images) studies were performed on a JEOL
JSM-7600 system operated with an accelerating voltage of 20 kV. X-ray
photoelectron spectra of electrode surfaces were collected using a PHI
Quantera spectrophotometer. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
images were recorded on a JEOL 2010 transmission electron microscope
using a LaB6 filament gun. Raman studies were carried out on Triax 550
(Horiba JobinYvon, Edison, NJ) with 514 nm laser excitation.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Exploration of Catalytic Active Sites on XS2 (X =
W, Mo) Nanosheets. To illustrate preferential sites for LiPS
adsorption and their conversions, few-layer WS2 and MoS2
nanosheets were grown using tungsten oxide/molybdenum
oxide with evaporated sulfur on SiO2/Si substrate at 850 °C/
750 °C, respectively. Such full-fledged nanosheets were char-
acterized by optical microscopy and Raman spectroscopy, and

the obtained results are shown in the Supporting Information
(Figures S1 and S2). Optical images reveal the formation
of triangle-and star-like structured WS2 films with large
area continuity and uniformity, analogous to the films that
were previously reported.35,36 The prominent Raman-active
modes were identified at 356.2 and 426.3 cm−1 for WS2 and
388.6 and 411.4 for MoS2, corresponding to in-plane (E2g

1) and
out-of plane (Ag

1) vibrations of W/Mo and S atoms
(Supporting Information, Figure S2). Further, the difference
in frequencies of the two characteristic Raman modes for WS2
(70.1 cm−1) and MoS2 (22.8 cm−1) confirms that the synthe-
sized nanosheets were composed of two to three layers.37−39

To investigate preferential active sites of XS2 (X = W, Mo)
nanosheets for LiPS adsorption and their catalytic conversion
reactions, CVD-synthesized flakes were transferred to pre-
patterned aluminum tracks on SiO2/Si substrate (Supporting
Information, Figure S3). Prior to immersing WS2 nanosheet-
containing substrate into LiPS catholyte solution for electro-
chemical reactions, wire bonding was carried out to ensure
electrical connections. A typical three-electrode electrochemical
cell was assembled using such WS2 and MoS2 nanosheets as
working electrodes individually against metallic lithium as
counter/reference electrode in catholyte solution (TEGDME)
containing 10 mM Li2S4, 1 M LiTFSI, and 0.1 M LiNO3. The
galvanostatic discharge process was performed at a current rate
of 10 μA to understand the LiPS adsorption and catalytic active
sites on nanosheets. As expected, we observed controlled
adsorption of discharge products predominantly at edge sites of
XS2 (X = W, Mo) nanosheets (Figure 2). Such spatially
localized adsorption initiates due to the presence of unsaturated
sulfur atoms at the edge sites, promoting electron transfer to
occur for polysulfides’ conversion reactions. As a result, short-
chain LiPS was deposited systematically at the end of the
discharge process with dendrite-like structure, as evidenced
from the SEM image (Figure 2a). It is clearly seen from the
magnified image in Figure 2a that the WS2 nanosheet (before
discharge) has an unbroken edge plane about tens of μm
in length, in contact with conductive tracks. Upon discharge,
edge sites all over the flake were completely covered by LiPS

Figure 2. Exploration of preferential catalytic sites of XS2 (X = W, Mo) nanosheets for LiPS conversion reactions. (a) SEM image of short-chain
LiPS deposition at catalytic edge sites of WS2 nanosheets in communication with a conductive aluminum track on SiO2/Si substrate during the
discharge process. (b,c) Comparative images of pristine WS2 nanosheets (before discharge) and controlled adsorption of LiPS on nanosheets (after
discharge). (d,e) Sulfur elemental mapping and corresponding SEM image of WS2 nanosheets in the discharged state. (f,g) Optical and SEM images
of MoS2 flakes as-grown by the CVD process. (h) Directional deposition of LiPS on MoS2 flakes from (g) at the discharged state. (i) Elemental of
mapping of sulfur on MoS2−LiPS flake (h).
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deposition, confirming the preferential sites for polysulfides’
conversion reactions.
Similarly, the controlled deposition of LiPS with dendrite-like

morphology at the edge sites of another nanosheet is compared
in Figure 2b,c. Unlike random deposition of short-chain
polysulfides in sulfiphobic electrode-based cells, here organized
deposition of polysulfides along the axis of the edge planes
retains electrical contact with the cathode matrix, which sup-
presses the active material loss and improves LiPS reversi-
bility.13 In the EDAX mapping, the concentration of sulfur
distribution was found to be more prominent on the edge
planes, as observed in the corresponding SEM image, which
confirmed their higher catalytic activity compared to the
counterpart basal planes (Figure 2d,e). In addition, the
versatility of the present approach was verified using similar
experiments on CVD-grown MoS2 nanosheets, wherein short-
chain LiPS deposited typically in a dendrite-like arrangement at
edge sites (Figure 2f−i). Hence, a higher number of exposed
catalytic sites at the edge plane is desirable to improve the Li−S
battery performance; this is in good agreement with reports on
similar materials for hydrogen evolution reactions40,41 and Li2S
electrodeposition.42

Though the CVD process is desirable to grow high-quality
nanosheets with definite morphology and layer orientation, its
ability to be scaled up for energy storage applications is still
arguable. In this context, a liquid exfoliation method was con-
sidered as one of the most effective ways to achieve large-scale
production of nanosheets of layered materials.43,44 Herein,
further studies are focused on tungsten disulfide which was
exfoliated by shear exfoliation (large scale) in aqueous sur-
factant solution using a high shear rate blender.45,46 The
resulting WS2 nanosheets were used for various studies, such as
adsorption of dissolved LiPS, electrocatalytic activity, and elec-
trochemical reversibility during LiPS conversion reactions.
3.2. Shear-Exfoliated WS2 Nanosheets for LiPS

Conversion Reactions. The shear-exfoliated WS2 nanosheets,
along with their bulk counterpart, were systematically characterized

using SEM, XRD, and XPS studies. For the shear process, a
significant reduction in thickness and flake size of WS2 represents
a successful exfoliation in aqueous surfactant solution. Such
exfoliated flakes were observed along with extensive wrinkling
at the edges due to the forces generated by the high shear rate
(Supporting Information, Figure S4). Details pertinent to XRD
and XPS characterization of shear-exfoliated nanosheets are given
in the Supporting Information (Figures S5 and S6). Unlike other
liquid exfoliation methods, shear exfoliation resulted in a small
lateral size, well below 100 nm, which is widely accepted for
efficient electrocatalysis.47 Similarly, TEM images (Figure 3a,b)
showed a narrow distribution in the lateral dimensions of the
nanosheets.
In order to elucidate the electrocatalytic properties of WS2

toward polysulfides, fundamental electrochemical studies such
as CV, LSV, and potentiostatic polarization were performed
using Li2S4 as the representative polysulfide species in a three-
electrode assembly. Critical catalytic parameters such as redox
currents, onset potentials, and exchange current densities
were obtained from the WS2 electrode, and the results were
compared with those from the carbon electrode. Figure 3c,d
displays the representative CV performance and Tafel plots of
WS2 nanosheets and carbon electrode. The derived parameters,
i.e., onset potentials (Epa, Epc) and peak current densities
(Ipa/Ipc), along with exchange current density values are given
in Table 1. For WS2 nanosheets, the observed onset potentials
related to reduction of LiPS were 2.24 and 1.78 V, which was a
positive shift compared to those of the carbon electrode
(2.21 and 1.67 V) in identical experimental conditions. Similarly,
the observed onset potential corresponding to oxidation of LiPS
with WS2 electrode was 2.39 V, a negative shift compared to
2.42 V for the carbon electrode. Such a high cathodic potential
and low anodic potential were indications of low polarization and
improved lifetime of the battery.
In addition, LiPS redox peak current densities of WS2

electrode were much higher than those of the carbon electrode,
demonstrating the high catalytic activity of the WS2 electrode.

Figure 3. Morphology and electrocatalytic properties of shear-exfoliated WS2 nanosheets. (a) TEM image of exfoliated WS2. (b) SEM image of
electrode composed of WS2 nanosheets. (c) Comparative cyclic voltammograms of WS2 nanosheets and carbon as a working electrode vs Li/Li+ in
catholyte solution. (Inset: Open-circuit potential with respect to electrode systems.) (d) Tafel plots for carbon and WS2 nanosheet electrodes in
catholyte electrolyte.

Table 1. Cumulative Electrocatalytic Properties of WS2 Nanosheets and Carbon Electrodes toward Polysulfide Conversion
Reactions

onset potential (V) peak current (mA) exchange current density

electrode OCV (V) reduction (Epc) oxidation (Epa) reduction (Ipc) oxidation (Ipa) (×10−3 mA cm−2)

carbon 2.36 2.21, 1.67 2.42 8.5 1.71 8.5
WS2 2.41 2.24, 1.78 2.39 11.5 2.35 11.8
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Further, the kinetic behavior of WS2 nanosheets can be under-
stood by conducting LSV experiments (Supporting Information,
Figure S7) on both electrodes at a scan rate of 0.1 mV s−1.
The exchange current density values were obtained from a Tafel
plot, and the higher value for the WS2 electrode (11.8 μA cm−2

against 8.5 μA cm−2) confirms the facile kinetics for LiPS redox
reactions (Figure 3d). Hence, superior electrocatalytic activity
and reversibility of LiPS reactions using WS2 nanosheets due
to their exposed catalytic edge sites were favorable for better
electrochemical performance.
3.3. Electrochemical Behavior. The electrochemical

performance of WS2 nanosheets and their bulk counterpart
were evaluated by fabricating standard 2032 coin cells. The cells
were assembled using WS2 nanosheets and their bulk counter-
parts as working electrodes vs metallic lithium foil as counter/
reference electrode and celgard membrane as a separator.
Herein, the electrochemically active species (catholyte) was in
the form of LiPS (600 mM of Li2S8) in TEGDME solution
containing 1 M LiTFSI and 0.5 M LiNO3. Electrochemical prop-
erties were measured at constant current rates of 0.2 and 0.5 C,
with respect to a full discharge−charge capacity of 1672 mAh g−1
corresponds to 1C, in the potential window between 3.0 and 1.5 V.
Recorded CV curves for exfoliated electrode consist of two

cathodic peaks at 2.44 and 1.9 V, corresponding to transforma-
tion of long-chain LiPSs to short-chain LiPS and subsequent
reduction to end products, respectively (Figure 4a). Upon anodic

scan, a large anodic peak was observed at 2.42 V, which is
related to reversible conversion of short-chain to long-chain
LiPS,48 along with a small peak at 2.53 V, attributed to for-
mation of elemental sulfur; this reveals the excellent catalytic
activity and stability of WS2 nanosheets. Figure 4b reveals that
an exfoliated electrode exhibited appreciable performance, with
discharge plateaus around 2.4 and 2.0 V, with reduced polari-
zation compared to its bulk counterpart (Supporting Information,
Figure S8). Similarly, it has been observed to have a consistent
capacity of 652 mAh g−1 at 0.2 C rate over 100 cycles (Supporting
Information, Figure S9). Figure 4c evidences the cycling stability
and Coulombic efficiency at 0.5 C rate, where a stable specific

capacity of 596 mAh g−1 has been realized for 360 charge−
discharge cycles. Most notably, excellent retention capacity
(91%) and Coulombic efficiency are accomplished (99%) over
the number of cycles due to effective polysulfide conversions on
the newly identified electrocatalytically active WS2 surface.
On the other hand, the cycling behavior of the bulk WS2
cathode demonstrates a stable capacity of 418 mAh g−1, with a
poor Coulombic efficiency of ∼98.5% due to limited catalyti-
cally active sites (Supporting Information, Figure S8b).
Herein, chemical stagnation against lithium intercalation of

the WS2 nanosheets electrode at the studied potential is verified
by performing electrochemical studies (Supporting Information,
Figure S10) with blank electrolyte (without polysulfides),
implying its pure catalytic nature. As a control experiment,
WS2-free electrode was fabricated and showed poor electro-
chemical performance with 600 mM catholyte solution
(Supporting Information, Figure S11). Furthermore, the
shear-exfoliated WS2 nanosheets are examined for high rate
capability, and the results obtained are depicted in the
Supporting Information (Figure S12). The electrode consisting
of WS2 nanosheets exhibited a capacity as high as 380 mAh g−1

at 1 C rate for more than 260 cycles. In addition, the significant
specific retention capacity and columbic efficiency even at high
charge−discharge rates studied have been noticed. Similarly,
the compatibility of WS2 nanosheets and solid sulfur as a
electrode has been verified by performing experiments with
polysulfide-free blank electrolyte (Supporting Information,
Figure S13). Hence, using the electrocatalytically active phase
as electrode toward LiPS conversions and stable battery
performance is validated.

3.4. Electrocatalyst and LiPS Interactions. Evaluating
interactions between LiPS and electrocatalyst is vital in
designing better materials for Li−S batteries. The majority of
prior studies have concentrated on determining adsorption
characteristics, such as hydrophilicity, polarity, bond energies,
etc., of the host material.49−51 It was concluded that the for-
mation of weak polythionate complexes during the initial
discharge process makes some metal oxides and functionalized
carbons preferable for preventing polysulfide migration.13

However, these polythionate complexes were later found to
be irreversible, especially when reduced graphene oxide was
used in the electrode formulations.13 As the formation of such
irreversible reactions significantly affects the cycle life of a
battery, it is important to design hydrophilic host structures
that are also catalytically active toward polysulfide conversion
reactions (Figure 5a). Thus, surface adsorption and reversible
catalytic properties of WS2 electrodes at various electrochemical
conditions were probed using a combination of UV−vis, XPS,
and SEM studies.
The vibrational and rotational modes of LiPS molecules,

even at very low concentrations, are highly sensitive to UV−
visible absorption. It is important to note that the solvent for
LiPS greatly influences the absorption range. To examine the
adsorption ability of lithium polysulfides on WS2 nanosheets,
we have used medium-chain-length Li2S4 (1 mL of 10 mM) as
representative LiPS and verified its behavior with the addition
of WS2 nanosheets using a UV−vis study. A strong absorption
peak has been observed at 610 nm which can be attributed to
the dissolved LiPS and anion radicals such as S3

•− (Figure 5b)
in the solution.52 Upon addition and precipitation of WS2
(250 μg), a reduction in absorption peak intensity is observed,
which indicates a decrease in LiPS concentration in the solution
due to its strong adsorption on WS2 nanosheets. Upon increasing

Figure 4. Electrochemical behavior. (a) Cyclic voltammograms of
shear-exfoliated WS2 nanosheets at a scan rate of 0.1 mV s−1. (b)
Charge−discharge profiles at 0.2 C rate and (c) cycling study of
electrocatalytically active WS2 nanosheets as working electrode vs
Li/Li+ with catholyte consisting of 600 mM Li2S8 at 0.5 C rate.
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the WS2 concentration (500 μg), the absorption peak intensity
is completely diminished, confirming the strong affinity of LiPS
toward sulfiphilic WS2 nanosheets. On careful visual inspection,
the same trends are recognized from the drastic color changes
of the LiPS solution with the presence of WS2 nanosheets, as
shown in Figure 5b (inset).
The nature of the interactions between adsorbed species and

WS2 nanosheets (WS2−Li2S4) is probed using XPS. To validate
the same further during electrochemical cycling, the cycled
cells containing WS2 nanosheets electrodes were de-crimped
cautiously at the end of the discharge, and XPS analysis
was performed. Figure 5c−e presents the high-resolution XPS
spectra of S2p peaks corresponding to pristine WS2 nanosheets,
WS2−Li2S4, and WS2 electrode at discharge state, respectively.
The S 2p core-level spectrum of WS2 nanosheets displays
typical peaks at 161.8 and 162.9 eV, which are corroborated to
spin orbital states of S 2p3/2 and S 2p1/2 (Figure 5c). However,
the S 2p spectra of the solid precipitate from the WS2−Li2S4
solution displayed four predominant peaks, attributed to short-
chain polysulfides with SO3

− groups, polysulfides, thiosulfate,
and polythiosulfate complexes, respectively. The thiosulfate
complexes formed at 167.1 and 168.0 eV may originate from
strong salt−solvent interactions with Li2S4 on WS2 nanosheets
during physical agitation (Figure 5d). Also, the same features
were observed as soon as the polysulfides were exposed to the
working electrode in cell fabrication (Supporting Information,
Figure S14). Surprisingly, the peaks related to sulfate complexes
are diminished upon complete discharge, which reflects the
effect on an increase in intensity of short-chain LiPS peaks with
the slight shift to lower binding energy values (Figure 5e).
Hence, polysulfide conversions on the surface of WS2 nano-
sheets in the presence of an electric field most likely occur at
catalytically active edge sites. On the contrary, thiosulfate com-
plexes which are formed on conventional carbon-based electrodes
remain stable even at complete discharge, contributing to the
loss of active material.13,16 Further, owing to unsaturated sulfur
atoms at the edge plane driving the electrocatalytic activity of
WS2 nanosheets, the reverse reaction, conversion from short-
chain to long-chain polysulfides, is facile. On electrode surface

speculation, SEM images of WS2 nanosheet electrodes at
the charged state reveal the absence of insoluble short-chain
(Li2S/Li2S2) LiPS. From SEM studies on cycled electrodes
(Supporting Information, Figure S11), it is seen that WS2
nanosheets are effective in converting short-chain to long-chain
LiPS during the charging process, along with providing a
surface for effective polysulfides conversion during discharge.
Hence, electrocatalytically active electrodes are capable of
adsorbing polysulfide species in a favorable manner to form
short-chain LiPS and further converting them back during the
cycling process.

4. DISCUSSION

We established the electrocatalysis approach in conjunction
with sulfiphilic electrodes for an efficient conversion of lithium
polysulfides during electrochemical cycling. In this regard, 2D
WS2 nanosheets were identified for their inherent physico-
chemical and electrocatalytic properties such as adsorption of
LiPS on its surface due to polarity and catalytic efficiency
originating from their edge planes. An effective avenue for LiPS
conversion reactions via catalytically active sites has been
demonstrated successfully using CVD-grown WS2 and MoS2
nanosheets. Detailed microscopy and elemental mapping
studies reveal that confined deposition of LiPS with dendrite-
like structure all over the edges of the flakes was mainly due to
unsaturated S atoms, which carry electronegativity for effective
adsorption of lithium complexes. The derived catalytic prop-
erties, such as onset potential and redox peak potential/current
and exchange current density values, confirmed the advantages
of electrocatalytically active electrodes. Most importantly, the
high electrocatalytic activity (8.53 mA cm−2) of exfoliated
WS2 makes them attractive for LiPS redox reactions compared
to carbon electrodes (2.52 mA cm−2), wherein the presence of
catalytic edge sites enhances the charge-transfer kinetics.
Further, the synergism of WS2 nanosheets (adsorption due to
polarity and catalytic activity due to unsaturated S atoms at
edge sites) on battery performance has been understood from
galvanostatic charge−discharge measurements for over 100 cycles.
From the studies, electrochemical properties such as specific

Figure 5. Electrocatalyst and LiPS interactions. (a) Pictorial representation of LiPS conversions on WS2 nanosheets during discharge process.
(b) UV−vis spectra of LiPS with variation in color upon adsorption on WS2 nanosheets. (c−e) XPS study of core S 2p spectra of as-exfoliated WS2
nanosheets (c), WS2−Li2S4 (d), and WS2 electrode at discharged state (e).
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capacity (700 mAh g−1 at 0.2 C) and catalytic activity-driven
stable Coulombic efficiency (99.4%) of WS2 electrodes clearly
support the usage of electrocatalytically active 2D materials
as electrodes. Such stable electrochemical performance was
corroborated to reversible interactions between electrocatalyst
and LiPS, as understood from the UV−vis absorption and XPS
studies. The significant reduction of polysulfide absorption peak
intensity in the UV absorption spectra and the presence of
strong XPS peaks corresponding to Li2Sn species for the WS2−
Li2S4 sample revealed the desirable adsorption features of LiPS.
The XPS study on cycled electrodes substantiates the long-
chain to short-chain LiPS conversion mechanism through thio-
sulfate complexes and shows that their recombination occurs at
unsaturated sulfur edge sites of WS2 nanosheets.

5. SUMMARY
In summary, we have successfully demonstrated that the poly-
sulfide shuttle in Li−S batteries can be stabilized using
electrocatalytic transition metal dichalcogenide atomic layers.
A combination of spectroscopic and microscopic analysis
revealed that the physicochemical transformations at the
electrode/electrolyte interface of monolayered/few-layered
TMDs were reversible catalytic processes. A comprehensive
investigation into the preferential active sites of XS2 (X = Mo, W)
materials for polysulfides’ reactions, the electrocatalytic activity
of WS2 nanosheets, and the interface between WS2 and Li2Sn
species was highlighted. As a result, the WS2 electrode exhibited
stable electrochemical performance via catalytically active edge
sites, for instance, a specific capacity of 590 mAh g−1 with
excellent Coulombic efficiency (99%) over 350 discharge−
charge cycles. The advantages of this catalytic approach to Li−S
batteries include the following: (i) as there is no physical
encapsulation of polysulfides, the rate capability of lithium ions
is not hindered; (ii) by employing TMDs, which are econo-
mically viable, the low cost advantage of sulfur batteries is
retained; (iii) having a library of materials in the TMD family
and using evolving synthesis techniques, it is possible to
synthesize tailored material configurations; (iv) large-scale
synthesis of such structures is feasible, making this approach
easily adaptable for practical applications. Thus, the demon-
strated electrocatalytic alternative approach using XS2 (X = W,
Mo) nanosheets for traditionally non-catalytic Li−S battery
reactions is the first of its kind; it is expected to lay a strong
evidence-based framework for the totally unexplored area
of lithium−polysulfide electrocatalysis and provide a great
avenue for theoretical and computational studies to predict
better materials.
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